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troy jollimore

‘‘Some Version of the Same River’’

Rephotographing Ishi with Byron Wolfe

In September 2012, photographer Byron Wolfe backpacked into Deer Creek, in

northern California, carrying a heavy load of photographic gear. Accompanying

him were myself, my girlfriend Heather Altfeld, Dave Nopel, a local historian and

naturalist, and Dave’s dog, Mindy. We were looking for a particular spot on the creek,

where Ishi, the so-called ‘‘last wild Indian in America,’’ had spent much time before

his emergence from the woods; the spot where he had been photographed in 1914

when, after three years of living in the Bay Area, Ishi was convinced to return by the

anthropologists who had become his friends.

Alfred Kroeber, Saxton Pope, and the other scientists and academics who accom-

panied Ishi back to this spot in 1914 wanted pictures of him in his ‘‘natural’’ setting,

doing the things he once did as a matter of daily life: fishing with a spear, hunting with

a bow, making fire—an Indian in the wild, being a wild Indian, as it were.

Byron wanted to find the exact sites where the original photographs were taken, and

take new, contemporary photographs of those places. This, as it turned out, was not

easy, partly because the 1914 photographs did not contain a great deal of useful

geographical information: they tended to fill up as much of the frame as they could

with the figure of Ishi himself, so that very little of the background was included. The

person or persons behind the camera showed little interest in drawing back to take

a picture that set Ishi in the context of a larger landscape. This, as Byron pointed out, is

both interesting and odd, given how arduous reaching the site was and how difficult it

was to convince Ishi to undertake the trip in the first place. Why bother making such

a difficult trip if you weren’t going to photograph the landscape too? The 1914 pictures

could have been taken almost anywhere; there were surely sites on the UC Berkeley

campus, within an easy walk of Ishi’s new home, that could have served as well.
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Several of the 1914 photographs were published not long

after Ishi’s death, in an article about his archery techniques.

The author of that article, Saxton Pope, was a San Francisco

doctor and archery enthusiast who provided Ishi with med-

ical care, became his student in the art of bow hunting, and

grew to be his close friend. Some of the pictures were also

included in Theodora Kroeber’s popular account of Ishi’s

life, Ishi in Two Worlds, first published in 1961. Run the

name ‘‘Ishi’’ through an Internet search engine and imme-

diately some of these photographs will come up: snapshots

of Ishi dressed in a loincloth, swimming in the creek, or

crouching before a boulder. (The loincloth was worn at the

insistence of the anthropologists, who wanted the pictures

to look authentically primitive or, rather, wanted Ishi to look

authentically primitive in the pictures. During most of the

trip, when Ishi was not being photographed, he was dressed

in his Bay Area street clothes.)

After some searching, Byron managed to find the spots

where the 1914 photographs had been taken. Although

a century had passed, the larger rocks and many of the trees

were still there. The water was still there, but the creek itself

had moved and its banks were considerably lower, meaning

that some of the rephotographs could not be taken from

precisely the same place as the originals. As Rebecca Solnit

has written, ‘‘you can’t make the same photograph twice,

though you can return to some version of the same river’’—

a claim that turned out to be more or less literally true in this

case.1

Byron, however, had no desire to ‘‘make the same photo-

graph twice.’’ Although he wanted to find the exact sites and

retake the photographs at the same time of day, he also

wanted his photographs to include the landscape that sur-

rounded the original scenes, thus providing considerably

more information than the original photographs had. (One

of the resulting images is a very wide panorama of Deer

Creek itself, into which Byron has inserted several 1914

images of Ishi fishing and swimming.) Byron was interested

in showing what had changed in the decades that had
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intervened between the two acts of photography, and also in

posing questions about the original photographers’ inten-

tions and choices, what they thought they were gaining in

choosing to make their pictures at these particular sites,

whether and in what sense they took the results to be ‘‘authen-

tic’’ portraits of Ishi’s pre-1911 life, and what they wanted

people to find in, and take away from, the pictures they took.

Watching Byron work—as he searched for the precise

original vantage from which a particular shot had been

made, tried to get the camera angle precisely right, and

waited for the sun to reach the appropriate point in the

sky—got me thinking about patience and art, and about the

relation between photography and time. A certain con-

sciousness of time is deeply programmed into his artistic

process. The right time of year, the right time of day, the

right light, the right tone: all these things are necessary to

the creation of the work, and they all come around again if

you wait long enough. Perhaps thinking of time in this way

is one way of getting a little closer to Ishi’s own worldview,

since the tendency to see time as linear and progressive is

largely an artifact of the industrialized West. Native Amer-

icans, and indigenous people in general, have often

expressed conceptions of time in terms of repeating cycles

rather than as continuous forward motion.

One of Ishi’s most precious possessions in his later years

was a watch, which he wore regularly but did not keep

wound. It didn’t seem to matter to Ishi, that is, that the

watch told the correct time, that it was connected with tem-

poral reality. He didn’t seem to care whether it fulfilled the

function that we think of as the very reason for which

a watch exists. For whatever reason—because it represented

his new life in the modern world, because it was a gift from

‘‘You can’t make the same photograph twice,

though you can return to some version

of the same river.’’
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a friend, or simply because it was beautiful—he apparently

liked having it on his wrist.

Returning to ‘‘some version of the same river’’ means

one thing when the river is a river. It means something

different, perhaps, when the subject of the original photo-

graphs was not a landscape but a person. It means some-

thing still different, and poignant, when that person is made

to represent a supposed historical vanishing point, the nar-

row final tip of a long historical shadow cast by an entire

people who are conceived to be disappearing.

‘‘The past in a suspended moment comes to us in a com-

bination of visibility and invisibility, presence and absence,

that takes the form of a reversal,’’ writes Alexander Nemerov

in his meditation on photography and memory, Wartime

Kiss. ‘‘Historical actions displace thin air, which after the

commotion takes the shape of the actions themselves. This

is why at historic sites we can be touched and changed by

what is not there. This is why the absolute blankness and

emptiness of a place can feel like a redoubling of those who

once were present in it.’’2 This strikes me as a lovely descrip-

tion, though more a description of what I had hoped to feel

at Deer Creek than of what I actually felt. I did not feel

a ‘‘redoubling’’ there, nor did I find the site either blank

or empty. On the contrary, it was beautiful and full of pres-

ence, but it did not seem to be the presence of Ishi that I felt.

Perhaps I was so intent on feeling the right thing, the thing

I was supposed to feel, that I wasn’t able to notice what I was

actually feeling.

But looking at Byron’s photographs some weeks after the

trip—photographs in which, in many cases, he had inserted

images of Ishi from the 1914 trip into the landscapes photo-

graphed on our 2012 trip—I was fascinated by the way in

which Ishi’s presence, now real and concrete, had become

something quite ordinary and matter-of-fact. I suppose that

I had wanted it to feel somehow mystical or numinous, like

a shimmering curtain hung between myself and the land-

scape, like the displacement of thin air that Nemerov writes

about, or the ‘‘something left behind invisibly’’ that John

Berger claims is what constitutes a likeness:

‘‘What is a likeness? When a person dies, they leave

behind, for those who knew them, an emptiness, a space:

the space has contours and is different for each person

mourned. This space with its contours is the person’s

likeness and is what the artist searches for when making

a living portrait. A likeness is something left behind

invisibly.’’3
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But maybe I wasn’t hearing the word ‘‘invisibly’’ literally

enough. Ishi was, of course, nowhere to be seen in his

landscape. Standing in the spots where he had stood—or

as close as we could manage, in places where the ground

had changed over time—we were still separated from him

by a century—a considerable span of time, in human time.

In geological time, it was hardly any time at all.

‘‘Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past,’’ writes the philos-

opher Jennan Ismael, ‘‘is not really about the past, but about

the traces that it has left on the present, and what it gets

exactly right is the way in which each temporal part of one’s

conscious life is a kind of . . . time capsule. Each living

moment has written into it, into its intrinsic structure, a rep-

resentation of times that preceded it, replete with their inter-

nal representations of those that preceded them, and theirs

of those that preceded them, and so on, potentially ad

infinitum.’’4

One of the things that Byron Wolfe’s rephotography does

is to gesture toward the complexity in the temporal structur-

ing of the present moment that is brought about by this

infinitely recursive nesting. It does this by combining repho-

tographs with original photographs in subtle and sometimes

humorous ways that bring diverse historical eras together

into a single new reality. It is something like what human

consciousness does, overlaying the projections of memory

and imagination onto our perceptions of the present tempo-

ral moment. (You see the face of an old friend differently than

others see it, because you can see, and indeed cannot help

seeing, the younger, remembered face instantiated and

implicated in the shape of the older face before you.) In

Byron’s photography, a creek photographed in 2012 can con-

tain an image of Ishi captured in 1914, reminding us that in

a manner difficult to speak about with any sort of precision,

the creek, and its representations, have been marked by Ishi’s

presence ever since he first went swimming there.

Everything that happens, everything we do leaves traces

in one form or another. (‘‘The time that was continues to

tick inside the time that is,’’ as the Uruguayan writer

Eduardo Galeano has written.) A room is different when

you leave than when you entered: its temperature, the

movement of air currents, the precise arrangement of mole-

cules on the surfaces of objects you touched. Many of these

traces fade rapidly into the background static of physical

reality, passing quickly beyond the limits of human knowl-

edge. But others are less anonymous: footprints, finger-

prints, photographs, recordings, the memories of

witnesses. Any copy of a volume of Remembrance of Things

Past is not only a mass of ordered language from which an

imagined world can be reconstructed, but also a physical

artifact from which much about the actual world (not the

fictional world of Remembrance of Things Past, but the actual

world in which Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past,

and we ourselves all exist) can be deduced. From any word

or phrase in that book there is a gapless path that could, in

principle, be traced back through the continuum of space

and time—all the way back, not only to the moment of

creation but indeed to the moment of inspiration: the very

moment when a certain event occurred in Proust’s brain

that resulted in that word or phrase being placed in the

draft-in-progress that would one day be the greatest novel

about memory a human being has ever managed to write.

The traces are sometimes more readable than we think—

which means that history is sometimes nearer to us than we

assume. In February 1890, an advertisement published in

a German magazine called Über Land und Meer featured

a photograph of a gramophone record. The recording

was of a human voice, specifically a recitation of ‘‘Der

Handschuh,’’ a 1797 ballad composed by Friedrich Schiller.

(The person reciting the poem was Emile Berliner, the

inventor of the gramophone.) A couple of years ago the

ethnomusicologist Patrick Feaster figured out how to turn

a high-resolution scan of such photographs into audio files

that could be played and, hence, listened to, so that Emile

Berliner’s voice, one of the earliest recorded human voices,

sprang again to life—from a photograph. Perhaps, though,

such things should not surprise us. Photographs, visual

images of various sorts, are always speaking to us, in one

voice or another.

In our time, when photographs are so easily altered

and manipulated, it is easy to forget that for much of their

The attempt to preserve is interesting precisely

because nothing can really be preserved.
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history photographs were valued and revered because it was

thought that they guaranteed authenticity: unlike a painting,

a photograph showed what was really there and what the

thing really looked like. Before the invention of recording

technology, believing a depiction meant, in essence, believ-

ing the author: the chain of credence began with the repre-

sentation but traced back, in each case, to the individual

creator, to his assertion that he could be trusted to tell it like

it was. We trusted depictions only indirectly; what we

trusted was people. The invention of recording technolo-

gies, from this point of view, was the invention of machines

that were guaranteed to produce faithful likenesses.

But of course this is far too simple. From the very begin-

ning photographers and film developers have had consider-

able power in influencing the images they produced and

their effect on those who viewed them. Photographic special

effects have existed, in one form or another, for as long as

photography has. Early photographers inserted prephoto-

graphed skies into their landscape photographs, so that the

sky you saw when you looked at the photograph was not at

all what you would have seen had you actually been looking

at the landscape, or standing in it, when the pictures were

taken. (Given the exposure times of early cameras, they had

to insert them. Holding the lens open long enough to cap-

ture the details of the landscape meant that the actual sky

would come out as a blank white space.) Of course, one need

only watch the films of George Méliès or Buster Keaton to

know that even in the very early days of the motion picture,

it was already true that one could not believe one’s eyes:

what one saw, on the screen, was not anything that had ever

actually happened.

Any thoughtful person knew this. Yet it is hard, and has

always been hard, to dissolve the assumed connection

between photography and authenticity. The modern usage
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of the word ‘‘documentary’’ emerged only after the inven-

tion of such recording technology as photography, sound

recording, and film. Prior to these technologies, the very

notion of verification was entirely different, relying more

on human individuals and their testimonials, their stories,

which could not be proven to be true but could only be

traced back to reference to the testimonials and stories of

others.

It is interesting to note that August 1911, the month in

which Ishi abandoned his previous life to walk into the

northern California town of Oroville—from there he would

go on to the San Francisco Bay Area, where he would live

until his death in 1916—was also the month during which

newsreels made their first appearances in North American

movie theaters. The idea of getting the news from pictures,

of looking at a screen and seeing something that was hap-

pening in an entirely different part of the world, was hitting

the public in a big way. It is also worth noting, perhaps, that

much of the footage in the newsreels was faked: audiences

who thought they were witnessing a dramatic naval battle

might actually be seeing small-scale models floating in bath-

tubs, shrouded in cigar smoke.

Perhaps the twentieth century was the age of the docu-

mentary, of the believable photograph. Photographs could

be manipulated, yes; but for the most part at least we trusted

our ability to detect such manipulations, to be able to tell

when we had before us an unadulterated vision of reality.

We thought we could tell through technological means,

or else just by being careful, when people were using tech-

nology to try to deceive us—or maybe we just trusted the

people who held the cameras and printed the pictures. We

trusted technology to be truthful; trusting our tools meant

we did not have to trust ourselves.

Such trust now seems a more elusive thing. The realiza-

tion that it was possible to manipulate recordings—not

only still photographs, but any type of recording, moving

pictures, sound recordings—so precisely that it was not pos-

sible to tell whether they had been manipulated or not, had

to sink in eventually. Photographic images and other record-

ings, which had enjoyed a certain privileged relationship

with reality as compared with words (by virtue of the fact

that they were limited in ways that words were not), lost both

those limitations and that privileged relationship. As with

words, you could make an image say whatever you wanted.

You could even create a reality out of thin air.

In taking the 1914 photographs, Kroeber, Pope, and the

rest of their party weren’t trying to create a reality out of thin

air. They were trying to re-create a reality out of the histor-

ically thick air of a place in which Ishi had once lived. They

weren’t using camera tricks, just theater tricks, tricks that

had been known to humans for centuries: costumes, props,

acting. They had Ishi take off his city clothes and dress only

in a loincloth. Dressed in this way, he shot arrows, carved

wood, stood in the creek, and fished with a spear. Then, after

performing these actions, he put his city clothes back on.

This imposition of the ‘‘primitive’’ onto the twentieth-

century person of Ishi fascinates me, in part, because I think

of it as an attempt to infuse the unphotographable, a concep-

tion of the past, into the realm of the recordable present in

the era of mechanical reproduction. Part of what excited

anthropologists and others about Ishi was the prospect of

photographing an ‘‘authentic’’ Indian, one who had not

been sullied by the comforts and civilizing influences of

modern technology. It was as if a vanishing slice of reality

had given itself to us just in time for it to be preserved by

a technology of authenticity that was itself built on artifice.

But by the time most photographs of Ishi were taken—

certainly by the time the 1914 pictures were taken—Ishi was

no longer in any sense untouched by modernity, if, indeed

a man who lived in modern times could ever be conceived as

living outside of modernity. Ishi had been living in the San

Francisco Bay Area for three years before the trip back to

Deer Creek. He had taken a liking to the food of the region,

ice cream in particular. When, on the trip back to Deer

Creek, Ishi and the anthropologists arrived at Vina, where

the train from San Francisco let them off, Jack and Mel

Speegle, two locals who had encountered Ishi years before,

thought that it was not Ishi at all but an imposter. They

remembered a much thinner man.

So what we see, when we look at the 1914 photographs, is

not what we would have seen had we somehow been able to

spy on Ishi before 1911. That is something that simply can-

not be seen, and if we conceive of the 1914 photos only in

terms of their aspiration to represent that, they can only be

viewed as failures. But this seems both harsh and mis-

guided: if they are failures then every re-creation and every

rephotograph is a failure. To think this is to forget Rebecca

Solnit’s insight about rephotography, that what is interest-

ing about a rephotograph is what cannot be captured, what

is necessarily different between the closing of the shutter on
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the first scene and the taking of the subsequent photograph.

This is to say, perhaps, that the attempt to preserve is inter-

esting precisely because nothing can really be preserved—

not in its original form, anyway; that repetition is interesting

precisely because nothing can be precisely repeated. As

Donald Barthelme has written, with respect to the photog-

rapher Sherrie Levine:

‘‘Levine instructs us in the Kierkegaardian repetition, in

which an action is repeated, with the substance of the

maneuver, what is to be savored, being the distance between

the first and second occasions. A humble example: I marry

my wife again, ten years later. The second action is time-

binding, and what is encompassed (represented) is every-

thing that has happened between us in that placid or stormy

ten years. The second marriage, clearly, has meanings that

the first does not, and these, isolated, are what the maneuver

is all about.’’5

A second photograph, too, has meanings that the first

does not. This would be true even if, as never happens, the

two photographs were indistinguishable to the viewer—the

meanings, then, would lie in their indistinguishability, in

the hiddenness of what separates them, the invisibility of

what has happened in between. Even given that the photo-

graphs will not be visually identical, of course, the great

majority of what has happened—in the ten years that sep-

arate Barthelme’s first marriage from his second, or the ten

decades that separate the original Ishi pictures from

Byron’s photographic responses—will be essentially invis-

ible, not explicitly represented in the photographs. It will

be represented by traces, by hints and clues. But what is
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there in our lives that is not represented, ultimately, by

traces, hints, and clues? It is worth reminding ourselves

that what is not shown in a photograph, what did not make

itself available to the camera or the viewer, is often as

interesting as what is, and sometimes more so. The poet

Christian Wiman writes:

‘‘What you feel in amateur photographs—it’s a large part

of the poignancy—is the pressure, or the lack of pressure,

actually, of all the reality missing from the picture, which

is really just a chopped-off piece of life. An artist, on the

other hand, makes you feel just how much missing life is

contained within a given image: it is as if the image is

surrounded with, enlivened and even created by, the invis-

ible, the unknowable, the absent.’’6

In his 1923 book, Hunting with the Bow and Arrow, Saxton

Pope wrote of the trip he and his colleagues took with Ishi.

‘‘After he had been with us three years we took him back

to his own country. But he did not want to stay. He liked the

ways of the white man, and his own land was full of the

spirits of the departed.

‘‘He showed us old forgotten camp sites where past

chieftains made their villages. He took us to deer licks and

ambushes used by his people long ago. One day in passing

the base of a great rock he scratched with his toe and dug up

the bones of a bear’s paw. Here, in years past, they had killed

and roasted a bear . . . . We swam the streams together,

hunted deer and small game, and at night sat under the

stars by the camp fire, where in a simple way we talked of

old heroes, the worlds above us, and his theories of the life

to come in the land of plenty, where the bounding deer and

the mighty bear met the hunter with his strong bow and

swift arrows.’’

Saxton Pope’s son, who accompanied them on the trip—

he was eleven years old at the time—later recounted that

Ishi had heard the voices of his deceased relatives on this

trip, and had been assured by them that they were at peace

in the world beyond.

Ishi died in 1916, succumbing, as so many of the original

inhabitants of California did, to the diseases of modern

America, against which he had no immunity. In 1924, ten

years after the original trip, Pope returned to Deer Creek,

accompanied only by his dog, Dick. A short account of this

expedition, ‘‘Anthropological Regrets,’’ was found among

his papers after his death.

‘‘He has gone and hunts with his people in the land of

shadows,’’ writes Pope of Ishi in this manuscript. ‘‘Ten

years have passed since he sat here at my side, looking into

the glowing embers and breathing the warm sweet fra-

grance of the pines, and heard the innumerable tongues

of the water below. I have come back to view these happy

grounds again, alone.’’

Pope would die two years later, in 1926, ten years after

the death of Ishi. In ‘‘Anthropological Regrets,’’ he describes

how, when his heart ‘‘was swept with a great sadness’’ for

his friend, he carved Ishi’s name into the bark of an alder,

‘‘with an arrow beneath, pointing toward his camp.’’ When

I read this I wished that we had known about it before

traveling to Deer Creek, so that we could have gone looking

for it. But the alder is a short-lived species: it lives for about

sixty years. Pope’s carving—the name, the arrow—would

not have been there for us to find. B

Notes

All artwork by Byron Wolfe, digital inkjet prints, various sizes up

to 120" in length. Page 37: Traces of ‘‘Ishi drying a fire drill’’ in Deer

Creek Canyon, May 1914 and September 2012; pages 38–39: Perched

atop 15 million-year-old ‘‘Lovejoy Basalt’’; Ishi, demonstrating how to

hunt salmon in Deer Creek. Summer 1914 and Autumn 2012; page 41:

‘‘Ishi loved his bow as he loved nothing else in his possession.’’ – his

friend, Saxton T. Pope, in an academic journal, 1918. September, 2012;

page 43: Ishi’s storage cave, a site of conflict and hardship, isolated and

unchanged for a century. September, 2011; page 45: After the shooting

demonstration, only 100 meters from their camp, Autumn 2012 and

Summer 1914. Inset photographs courtesy of the Phoebe A. Hearst

Museum of Anthropology and the Regents of the University of

California.

1 From Rebecca Solnit, from Klett, Solnit, and Wolfe, Yosemite in

Time: Ice Ages, Tree Clocks, Ghost Rivers (San Antonio: Trinity

University Press, 2005), p. 19.
2 Alexander Nemerov, Wartime Kiss (Princeton: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 2012), 22.
3 John Berger, The Shape of a Pocket (New York: Vintage, 2003), 19.
4 Jennan Ismael, ‘‘Remembrances, Mementos, and Time-

Capsules,’’ in Craig Callendar, ed., Time, Reality, and Experience

(Cambridge University Press, 2002), 317.
5 Donald Barthelme, ‘‘On the Level of Desire,’’ in Not-Knowing:

The Essays and Interviews (Random House, 1997), 194.
6 Christian Wiman, My Bright Abyss: Meditation of a Modern

Believer (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 2013), 99.
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